Recent progress in rapid structure prediction without side-chain searching
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We predict protein structures for given amino acid sequences when the residues are pre-assigned to specific Ramachandran basins (RBs).
The algorithm uses a protein model with a Cβ side chain representation and a scoring function derived from an all-atom statistical potential
that distinguishes between backbone atoms on different residue types. Structures are obtained by minimizing the scoring function with
sampling of backbone torsional angles within their native RBs, termed “intra-basin folding”. We also predict structures ab initio, which
requires accurate determination of many of the native RBs. These RB assignments are obtained by “PsiBlast’ing” the PDB for fragments of
other proteins that match our target’s amino acid sequence. The fragments’ RBs are used to construct a basin library. In many cases, the
consensus from the basin library is sufficient to fold the protein using intra-basin folding. In other cases, a better basin prediction is
generated using a new folding routine where RBs “hop” during the folding process according to their frequency in the basin library. This
sampling is directed by profiling based on a statistical potential of pairwise interactions. Results are presented for several targets.
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Predictions for folding within native basins.

RMSD = 7.5 Å
Initial RB assignments obtained by
Psi-blast’ing target sequence
against the PDB for RB fragments.
These fragments are the move-set
when predicting 100 structures.

RMSD = 4.8 Å

RMSD = 5.5 Å
RB assignments obtained from the
consensus values from the 100
predicted structures of the previous
step. These RB assignments are
used in the intra-basin algorithm

Add side chains to the 100 predicted
structures of the previous step using
SCWRL 3.0, and calculate energy with
the all atom potential DOPE. Cluster
using Cluster 3.0.
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Predictions for several examples of folding within native basins: Sampling of the torsional library is restricted to pre-assigned Ramachandran basins, in this case those of
the native structure. Side chains are added to the predictions using SCWRL 3.0, and structures are clustered using Cluster 3.0.
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